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Piticot Club (3-5): Story Time & Creative 
Workshops

Romanian Heroes (6-9)

Romanian Pioneers (10-13)

Intro to Romanian Language and Culture (14-18)



https://www.internationaledwa.org/resources_links/heritage-language/



RO-ACT PROGRAMES





ARCS INSTRUCTORS



Speakers:

Michele Aoki
Eduardo Viana da Silva
Otilia Baraboi
Ileana Marin

12 participants



Workshop participants proposed the following terms to translate 
”heritage language”

1. Limbă moștenită - “heritage” suggests the idea of passing something 
from one generation to another, yet, the term does not imply the fact 
that it is also appropriated, learned

2. Limbă de Patrimoniu - neologistic flavor, yet considered unfriendly and 
too formal

3.  Limbă Maternă / maternal language – Maternal language suggests a 
strong relationship between speakers and language as if children learn 
the language from their mothers effortlessly, with no formal education

4. Limbă tezaur  / thesaurus language – “thesaurus’ connotes a 
unanimously recognized value; as well as the idea that such a value 
deserves to be preserved



To Inherit, verb
1. to receive a thing, patrimony, wealth, etc. through inheritance

1.1. to become someone’s heir, successor
1.2. to have an hereditary feature or trait

2. (generalization) to gain, to earn
Synonyms: to gain, earn

LIMBA MOSTENITĂ *INHERITED LANGUAGE – HERITAGE LANGUAGE



https://dexonline.ro/definitie/mo%C8%99tenire 

heritage
1. The result of inheritance 

1.1 transferring of a patrimony of a deceased to one or several living persons, in accordance 
with laws, of a will or of a donation contract

different from wealth, material things left by a deceased to someone else
1.2  (figurative meaning) patrimony of moral values, ideas, cultural, intellectual, and artistic 

phenomena passed from one generation to another. 
1.2.1. hereditary physical traits

https://dexonline.ro/definitie/mo%C8%99tenire


HOW CAN TRANSLATE “HERITAGE LANGUAGE”
IN ROMANIAN?

Patrimony
1. The totality of economic rights and obligations as well as objects to which these rights refer and  
which belong to a person or institution. 

1. LIMBA (DE) PATRIMONIU – PATRIMONY LANGUAGE



https://patrimoniu100.ro/abc-ul-patrimoniului/patrimoniu-cultural/ 

Patrimony
2. The totality of goods which belong to a community and are administered by the state;  
public property.

2.1 spiritual goods which belong to an entire people (transmitted from forebears); 
cultural heritage

Synonyms: heritage

2.2. Spiritual, cultural goods, which belong to entire mankind

https://patrimoniu100.ro/abc-ul-patrimoniului/patrimoniu-cultural/


thesaurus
1. Large quantity of coins, jewels, gems or other precious objects, kept in a safe place

1.1. wealth, richness
1.2. place where valuable objects are kept
1.3. money or precious objects buried for a long time which were discovered by 

chance
Synonyms: treasure


